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Strategy - stack BB MB with WW MB and Riot or Barn mode 
● Modes: Knockdown all 3 drops to light your first mode, then shoot any of the 5 mode shots. After playing your first mode it will 

take 2 drop bank completions to light your next mode. In tournament mode, you must start a mode before MB to stack. 
● Blood Bath MB: Switch Hits increase value of drops. Drops are JPs. Complete bank for AAB. Can stack with other MBs 

○ To start MB: You first need to solidly light each of the First Aid, Weapons and Food inserts. With all 3 drops up you will 
see the inserts cycle. When you knockdown 1 drop target the insert that was lit at the moment of impact will then “lock in” 
and you must then complete the bank to solidly light that insert. Repeat this process for each of the 3 inserts and Blood 
Bath with flash. Complete the bank once more to start BB MB, a 2-ball MB where switch hits build the value of the drop 
targets. Complete the bank again during MB to add-a-ball. You can add-a-ball up to 3 times. 

● Well Walker MB: Bash WW repeatedly to start 2-ball MB where switch hits will light JP at WW 
○ Great to stack with BB and Riot because all 3 features require switch hits to build and light their respective JPs. Barn can 

also be good to stack with WW and BB because the left orbit feeds pops for switch hits and on premium/LE models, the 
left orbit also has a spinner. 

● Prison MB: Spell PRISON, then spell PRISON again, then spell it again! 
○ This MB is 2 parts: first you spell PRISON via lit shots and hits to Prison. Then the Riot shot lights to start part 2: Siege. 

Shoot lit shots in Siege for big points, but it can be hard to get to. Better to use Prison to complete modes. 
 

Mode shot inserts 
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